Tamkar Holding at a Glance

• Founded on 1982:
  • Production of Brick making lines and burners

• Now:
  • Consists of 14 Companies
  • More than 1000 Qualified Engineers and Skilled workers
  • Almost 200,000 Square meters of working area
  • More than 70,000 Square meters of covered area
  • Vast number of equipment
• Tamkar Company is the major share holder of the other companies.
• There are some other companies that are not mentioned in this presentation.
Key Customers

- NPC
- National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC)
- National Iranian Gas Company (NIOPDC)
- IOEC
- Moharabeh Steel Company
- KSC
- Iran Alloy Steel Company
- IASC
- Khuzestan Steel Company
- Oxin Steel Company
- Mining & Industrial Co.
- TIV Energy
- IRITEC
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Foreign Partners

breton
MANOIR INDUSTRIES
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Our Joint Ventures

• With SMS Group:
  for Manufacturing of Industrial equipment, Service center

• With Manoir Industries:
  Production of heat resistant products, Centrifugal casting Tubes

• With Schmidt-Kranz:
  Production of Drill Pipes
Local Partners
Our Expertise

- Steel Ind.
- Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Ind.
- Water and Energy Ind.
- Non-metallic Materials Ind.
- Construction Ind.
- Automotive Ind.
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Steel Industry
Expansion project of Saba Steel Company

• **Scope of Work:** EPC contract for expansion of Saba Steel Making and Continuous rolling Plant from 0.7 to 1.6 MTY

• **Technology:** Danieli, Italy

• **Partners:** SafaFoulad & MikaSaze
Expansion Project of Mobarakhe Steel Company

• **Scope of Work:** EPC contract for expansion of the steelmaking unit from 5.4 to maximum capacity of 7.2 MTY

• **Technology:** Tenova, Italy

• **Partners:** Safafoulad & MikaSaze
Expansion Project of Iran Alloy Steel Company

- **Scope of Work:** EPC contract for expansion of Iran Alloy Steel Company from 0.2 to 0.4 MTY
- **Technology:** Danieli, Italy
- **Partners:** MikaSaze
Chahar Mahal and Bakhtiari Automotive Sheet Co.

- **Scope of Work:** EPC contract for the galvanized automotive sheet production line and manufacturing 12 overhead cranes
- **Technology:** CMI, Belgium
- **Client:** IRITEC
Other Steel Projects

Units:
- Raw Material
- Steel Making
- Continues casting
- Hot rolling
- Cold rolling

Clients:
- Mobarekeh Steel Company
- Saba Steel Company
- Isfahan steel Company
- Hormozgan Steel Company
- Khouzestan Steel Company
- Oxin Steel Company
- Iran Alloy Steel Company
- Chadormaloo Steel Company
- Golgohar Steel Company
- ...
Raw Material

• Stacker Reclaimer Machine
• DRI Silos
• Scrap Warehouse
Iron Making Unit

- Pelletizing disks
- Screen rollers
- Pallet Cars
Iron Making Unit

- Steel structure and furnace of Midrex
- Reformer tubes
- Air Blower
Steel Making Unit

- Ladle Furnace
- Melt Ladles
Steel Making Unit

• Electric Arc Furnaces
Steel Making Unit
Steel Making Unit

- Ladle Transfer Cars
- Slag Ladles
Continues Casting Unit

- Ladle Turret
- Dummy Bar
Continues Casting Unit

- Roller Tables
- Billet Cooling Beds
Hot Rolling Unit

• Preheating Furnaces
• Equipment for rolling Mill Stands
Hot Rolling Unit

• Rolling Mill Gearbox
• Hot Rolling cooling Bed
Hot Rolling Unit

• Tunnel furnace and Shuttle
Cold Rolling and other processes

- Acid pickling equipment
- Coiler and De-coiler Machine
Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Industry
CNG

• Manufacturing of more than 300 CNG Station under license of GreenField, Switzerland
On Shore

• Fabrication of different structures and Ancillaries for South pars Phases 9, 10, 20, 21
Off Shore

• P4 Jacket of Reshadat oil field
• Crossing Supports for South Pars Phases 12, 15, 16, 17, 18
• Fabrication of Stinger Structure for Abouzar 1200 Pipe Laying ship
High Pressure Vessels

• Design and Fabrication various Vessels
Casting Products

- Products up to 50 ton per part
- Reforming and Cracking Tubes
- Swept Bend
- Fittings
- Tube sheets
- Pumps
- …
Valve Industry

• Production and Repair of industrial Valves
Well Head and Xmas Tree

- Production and Repair of Wellhead and Xmas Tree
Water and Energy
Dams

• Fabrication of several Equipment for Iranian Dams
Waste Water Treatment

• Fabrication and Installation of Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Water treatment Plants
Manufacturing of Wind Turbine Equipment
Non-Metallic Materials
Brick Industry

• Production of Automatic Brick making Machineries
  • More than 300 references in Iran and Neighbors
Stone Industry

• Production of Gang Saw and Polishing Machine under license of Breton, Italy
  • 16 references (Export 4 Gang Saw to Italy)
Cement Industry

• Manufacturing of different equipment for several Iranian Cement Companies
Gear Cutting

• Gears up to 10 meters diameter
  • Several references in Iran
Construction
Steel Structures

• Isfahan International Conference Center
Steel Structures

• Other Industrial Projects
Automotive Industry
Automotive

- Cylinder head production
Thank you for your Attention!